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We approximate the integral of a smooth function on    the values of
which are only known in n random points ie a random sample from the
uniform	
 distribution
 and in  and  Our approximations are based
on the trapezoidal rule and Simpsons rule generalized to the non	equidistant
case respectively In the rst case we obtain a n
 
	rate of convergence with a
degenerate limiting distribution in the second case the rate of convergence is




 whereas the limiting distribution is Gaussian then
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  Introduction and main results
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 i       n   for the spacings of the
U
i
























Theorem  If jf


















 as n  
A much better and probabilistically more interesting estimator is obtained by
applying a 











gb in such a way that the approximation error is zero in case g
is a polynomial of second degree If the 
 points are equidistant this approximation
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where for convenience n is taken to be odd Formula  will be used to prove our
main result
Theorem  Let n be odd If jf





























dx Z as n  
where Z is a standard normal random variable
Discussion There are various ways to extend our results which we will not pursue
here eg applying mpoints formulas for m  
 Simpsons rule is by far the
most frequenty used in obtaining approximate integrals Davis and Rabinowitz 



























in Theorem  or treating
the case n even in Theorem 	 We are not pursuing these extensions because we
believe they are not very interesting andor they do not give good results
Therefore we will limit ourselves in this discussion to two remarks The rst one
















in that case which means that we loose a factor of  by having random U
i
s
Essentially this  is coming from EE


 For Theorem 	 it is wellknown that in
the equidistant case Simpsons rule the rate is n

 So there our loss is of order
n
 




is a remarkably fast rate of
convergence
The second remark is about the situation where the U
i
s do not come from the
uniform distribution but from a smooth density g on  The present techniques
can be easily adapted to that situation Eg for the trapezoidal rule in Theorem
































 Observe that in case f

is constant the uniform






















































The following wellknown lemma will be used frequently it can be found in eg
Shorack and Wellner 
 p 	
Lemma  Let E

     E
n
 be independent exponential random variables with
mean  and write S
n
for their sum With D
i
 i       n  as before we have
D


















Proof of Theorem  Using 
























































































 From the boundedness of jf

j by M  say and the
weak convergence to a Brownian bridge of the uniform quantile process see eg
Shorack and Wellner 






















































































 Combining this with  and  yields that the second


























































































































The proof of Theorem 	 is heavily based on the following two lemmas
Lemma  Let E

     E
n
 n odd be independent exponential random variables
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   for i  k
Proof By symmetry we see that EX
i
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Let M be a bound on jf


j and all lower order derivatives of f  Then the absolute









































































by Lemma  and two applications of the weak law of large numbers
































































































































































By Lemma  and twice the weak law of large numbers this last expression is easily
seen to be o
p
 Hence the proof of Lemma 











































































































































It is immediate from the central limit theorem for S
n






















s are as in Lemma 	 Now using that lemma in conjunction with







































































































Proof of Theorem  Given the lemmas especially Lemma 
 the proof of Theorem










dx   then f

x   for all x    and hence
trivially I
n
















































































By the weak law of large numbers and Lemma 







 I replaced by W
n







































Now the Lindeberg central limit theorem applies because of the boundedness of jf

j
and yields the result  
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